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he heart of any aircraft is its engine. An aircraft without a functioning engine is a glider. Most pilots I know would rather fly gliders by choice. This is why aircraft engines are managed so carefully. We monitor oil use, inspect used oil filters, send samples for oil analysis, and inspect spark plugs. However, the results from all of these tests are always placed in context with the engine’s time since major overhaul (TSMOH). No engine lasts forever, and even healthy components wear over time. Most modern aircraft engines have manufacturer-recommended time between overhaul (TBO) limits between 1,500 and 2,000 hours of use. TBO limits are also based on the calendar age of the engine since last overhaul, typically 10 to 12 years. These numbers have a significant effect on the value of an aircraft because overhauling a single engine can cost from $15,000 to more than $40,000. Scan through typical aircraftfor-sale listings and you’ll find the TSMOH front and center on every ad. Managing engine repairs in the context of the engine’s remaining TBO can be challenging. Replacing or repairing a cylinder on a new engine is a simple decision, as is deciding not to repair a cylinder on an engine with 2,100 hours SMOH. It’s all of those hours in between that get confusing. These dilemmas arise because, in a typical aircraft engine, the “top end” components in the cylinder take much more abuse and wear than the “bottom end” components in the crankcase. In fact, highly stressed engines typically require at least one complete top overhaul before reaching TBO for the entire engine. It’s important to know the difference between a “top overhaul” and a “major overhaul.” As far as the FAA is concerned, there is no such thing as a top overhaul. The engine is completely overhauled in accordance with the engine manufacturer’s instructions, or it’s not. Everything else is just a repair. Major overhaul procedures are well-defined and include 122
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specific instructions for component wear limits and replacement requirements. For example, most engine manufacturers require that all exhaust valves, pistons, and rings be replaced at overhaul, regardless of condition. Your cylinders may be only 10 hours old, but when they reach the mechanic doing the overhaul, these “almost new” parts will be hitting the trash barrel nonetheless. If you are nearing TBO, this is a compelling reason to choose an overhauled cylinder over a new one. Since the FAA has no definition for a top overhaul, the term is interpreted widely. The most commonly accepted definition is the removal, repair, and replacement of all engine cylinders. Since this can be an expensive proposition, every owner should ask these questions:



What Is Actually Wrong? It’s important to know exactly what failed and why to make the best repair decision and reduce the chance of additional failures. Common reasons for removing a cylinder include low compression, high oil consumption, exhaust valve problems, and cylinder cracks. • Low Compression While compression checks are a part of every annual inspection, interpreting the results is controversial. Measuring cylinder compressions is as much an art as a science. If three different shops check compressions on three different days, it’s unlikely you’ll get the same numbers. Your results may vary considerably depending on the temperature of the engine, prop position, and calibrations used for the test. This is why some manufacturers caution against using marginal compression readings as cause to remove a cylinder. To make an informed decision regarding cylinder removal, you need to know why the compression is low. Low compression means air is leaking past either the piston rings or the valves. To determine the source of the compression leak, pressurize the cylinder with an assistant holding the propeller and



listen alternatively at the exhaust pipe and crankcase breather for air. Air sounds in the exhaust pipe point to an exhaust valve leak, while air sounds at the crankcase breather or oil fill tube indicate leaking rings. Leaking intake valves are another possibility, but that is less common. Exhaust valve leaks are the most concerning source of low compression. For Lycoming engines, any reading below 60/80 from the exhaust valve is a cause for removing a cylinder (65/80 for Continental). This is because the exhaust valve is a highly stressed and vulnerable part of the cylinder assembly. A significantly worn or leaking exhaust valve is bound to deteriorate quickly. If you allow this process to continue, you’re likely to find yourself in involuntary glider mode. Piston ring leaks, on the other hand, can be caused by less severe circumstances such as misaligning of the ring gaps or general ring or barrel wear. Therefore, the manufacturers allow compression readings as low as 45/80 before mandating the removal of a cylinder for repairs. A compression reading of 60/80 past the rings is not necessarily cause to remove the cylinder. • Excessive Oil Use Aircraft engines are designed to use a certain amount of oil. The method of determining what’s excessive is debatable. Lycoming uses the following formula to determine maximum oil consumption: (0.006 x BHP x 4)/7.4 = maximum quart/hour consumption. This means that, for a typical 180-hp engine, using one-half quart per hour is acceptable to the manufacturer. One quart of oil every two hours may be acceptable to Lycoming, but I prefer to have my aircraft’s range limited by fuel burn rather than oil usage. As with compressions, the source of oil loss is key. Oil can leave an engine in a variety of ways, including the breather tube and crankcase leaks. It’s the actual burning of oil to be concerned about. The best way to determine whether oil is leaking past the rings is to examine the spark plugs. Finding an oily bottom spark plug is not necessarily a problem, but oily top and bottom plugs typically indicate that oil is leaking past the rings. • Exhaust Valve Problems Exhaust valves are the weakest link in most cylinders. EAA Sport Aviation
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Exhaust valves are subject to extreme heat as the combustion gasses flow out of the cylinder, and they can only dissipate this heat through the valve guide and valve seat. In addition, they tend to collect deposits of lead and other byproducts of the combustion process on the valve surfaces as the gases flow by. This can cause a poor seal between the valve and the valve seat. The clearance between the valve stem and the valve guide is of particular concern. If there is too much clearance, two problems can occur. First, the valve can “wobble” in the guide, causing excessive wear and poor seating for the valve face. Second, exhaust gases and oil can get in between the stem and the guide, building up until the tolerance gets overly tight and the valve sticks. There are no simple cures for a sticking valve other than removing and repairing the valve and guide. Failure to address the problem early is a recipe for disaster and will eventually result in a bent or broken valve and the associated engine failure. • Cylinder Cracks Cylinder heads are made of aluminum, and excessive heat, thermal cycling, and stress cause them to become brittle over time. This often results in cracking at or near the exhaust port and/or spark plug hole. These areas should be carefully checked any time the cowl is off, especially if the exhaust has been removed for inspection. A simple check for cracks is to spray a very thin penetrating lubricant outside the cylinder around the exhaust port. If cracks exist, they can be seen from the inside of the cylinder as the lubricant penetrates the dry soot coating inside the head.



Why Did the Failure Occur? If excessive heat is to blame, there are typically telltale signs of paint discoloration or bluing of the wrist pin. Examination of the piston can determine whether detonation occurred. If this is the case, the edges will often be eroded away. Look for scuffing and uneven wear of the rocker shaft to determine if there are alignment issues. Measure the cylinder barrel to see if the proper amount of choke is present. Choke is the designed 124
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narrowing of the cylinder near the top of the piston travel to compensate for heat expansion during normal use. Finally, closely examine the exhaust valve and seat to determine whether the surfaces are properly aligned. Learning about the detailed condition of the cylinder is important as it will help you determine how your operating procedures have been affecting the engine. Your detailed inspection will help you decide whether it makes sense to overhaul or completely replace the cylinder. If you find oversize valve guides installed it means this will not be the first overhaul for the cylinder, and you may decide it’s time to retire it. Overhauling a cylinder for the third or fourth time is just asking for trouble.



Top Overhaul or Major? The big question remains: Should you simply repair or replace the cylinders, or do a complete engine overhaul? The answer lies largely in your plans for the aircraft. Top overhauls will do little to improve the value of the aircraft. Potential buyers still look to the TSMOH as their guide to remaining engine life. However, many circumstances indicate good sense in renewing the cylinders without incurring the expense (and downtime) of a complete overhaul. As long as the engine has a significant number of hours left before TBO, a top overhaul generally makes sense. My personal rule of thumb is that if you have more than 500 hours left before TBO, repair just the top end. Once you’ve decided to remove cylinders, you also have the opportunity to learn more about the condition of your bottom end before you commit to a top overhaul. When the cylinders are off, carefully examine the crankshaft and camshaft for corrosion, wear, and fretting. This internal inspection can add confidence to any top overhaul decision. The bottom end of most aircraft engines is relatively bulletproof and can easily make TBO without problems. Corrosion damage is the exception. If the aircraft is not flown regularly and corrosion sets in, all bets are off. EAA Sport Aviation
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